Board of Health
AGENDA
NOTICE REGARDING COVID-19 (Novel Coronavirus): To adhere to COVID-19 social distancing precautions,
all on-site public Board of Health meetings are postponed until further notice. To allow access to this meeting,
and future Board of Health meetings, call 719-583-4513 for more information. The public may make any public
comments by email to Executive Assistant Ramona Chisman-Ewing, at mona.ewing@pueblocounty.us.
The Board of Health meeting will be held Wednesday, September 22, 2021, at 12:00 noon by Zoom.

A. 12:00 - 12:03 p.m. – Call to Order and Approval / Changes to Agenda (Action Required)
B. 12:03 - 12:05 p.m. – Approval of Board of Health Meeting Minutes held August 25, 2021 (Action Required)
C. 12:05 – 12:15 p.m. – Public Forum
D. 12:15 -12:25 p.m. - COVID Updates - Randy Evetts
E. 12:25 – 12:40 p.m. – Special Presentation: 2020 Audit Report – Osborne, Parsons & Rosacker, LLP –
Mitch Downs and Dustin Mueller (Action Required)
F. 12:40-1:00 p.m. – Action Items
 Pay Scale Adjustment- Randy Evetts
 Monthly Financial Reports: July and August – Georgia Alfonso
 Contracts – Georgia Alfonso
G.

H.
I.

1:00-1:15 p.m. – BOH Updates/ Reports
 Public Health Director Report – Randy Evetts
 November and December BOH Meeting Dates – Randy Evetts
1:15 -1:20 p.m. – Unfinished Business
1:20 p.m-1:25 p.m. – New Business

ADJOURN
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The Board of Health meeting was held by Zoom August 25, 2021, at 12:00 noon.
Board Members
Present:

Legal Counsel:

Donald Moore, Board President
Michael J. Nerenberg, Board Vice President
Garrison Ortiz, County Commissioner
Ed Brown, City Council Member
Eileen Dennis, Board Member
Marci Day, Assistant County Attorney

Administrative Staff
Members Present: Randy Evetts, Public Health Director
Katie Davis, Deputy Director
Georgia Alfonso, Budget and Finance Director
Jody Carrillo, Environmental Health and Emergency Preparedness Division Director
Denise DeNardo, Human Resources
Ramona Chisman-Ewing, Executive Assistant
Medical Officer:

Christopher Urbina, MD

Staff Members: Vicki Carlton, Shylo Dennison, Sarah Joseph, Aaron Martinez, Sarah Martinez, Alicia Solis,
Dee Speier, Kim Sugar, Zak Van Ooyen, Chad Wolgram,
Guests:
A.

Heather Willard, The Pueblo Chieftain, Jack Heeke, KKTV, Matthew Baker, Ken Gennetta,
Joy Lundquist, and Gunnison Pagnotta, (Zoom list of attendees attached)

Call to Order and Approve or Make Changes to the Agenda
Board President, Donald Moore, called the meeting to order and asked for approval of the Agenda.
MOVED by Garrison Ortiz, seconded by Eileen Dennis, to approve the Agenda.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

B.

Approval of Minutes
MOVED by Michael Nerenberg, seconded by Ed Brown, to approve the July 28,
2021, BOH meeting minutes as submitted.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

C.

Public Forum
The following people presented during public forum:
Name
Topic of Discussion
Matthew Baker
COVID-19 mask and vaccine requirements for public schools
Comments: Matthew has been tracking the corona virus and taking no chances wherever
possible, and little chances if necessary, in order to prevent COVID from entering his home
whatsoever. He is happy to say he has been successful. No one in his family has contracted the
corona virus. As soon as vaccines became available, he, his wife, and his teenage daughter
received their vaccination. He understands even someone who is vaccinated can contract a variant
or alpha strain of the corona virus. The vaccine is not 100 percent fool proof. Masks are the best
solution for preventing spread. He and his wife were hoping students would be required to wear a
mask to attend in person. As soon as they heard masks would only be a recommendation and not
a requirement, they unenrolled their children and his daughter is attending an on-line school. He
thinks attendance in person would be a better option for her for socialization and assistance from
an in-person teacher. If masks are only a recommendation, students won’t wear them; statistically
that has been shown to be far less safe. Matthew is asking the BOH to make it (masks) a
requirement for schools. If the BOH is unwilling to meet in person, why should we ask any more
from our children; they should have the same kind of protection.
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Name
Topic of Discussion
Ken Gennetta
Dangers of face masks for children
Comments: I have done a lot of research myself and worry about children receiving oxygen while
wearing masks; kids need to be able to breathe; their brains are affected from lack of oxygen. They
need more oxygen because they have a more active immune system. It is child abuse to force
children to wear a mask. If a parent wants a child to wear a mask, that’s their option. Masks are
unhealthy physically, physiologically, and emotionally to children. Teachers need to see facial
expressions of children both ways; kids need to see the teachers, teachers need to see the kids.
There’s no scientific justification and no evidence that masks stop the spread of viral infections. Ken
stated there have been 14 randomized controlled studies showing masks are useless or
counterproductive. He quoted Dr. Fauci stating in March 2020, “typical masks are not effective.”
Masks are a charade for a number of reasons. He also stated a University of Kentucky study showed
masks tested from children showed urine, feces, and even strep. He also stated a New York
dentist’s study states kids are getting cavities from wearing masks; they are self-contaminated,
causes bacterial pneumonia, immune suppression, and has caused germaphobia, and irrational
fear for kids, and actually caused OCD. Masks, if you look at the box, even contain toxic materials
and they are unsanitary. I would say people involved in a Health Department need to be aware and
know the difference between pseudoscience and real science and use common sense.
Name
Topic of Discussion
Joy Lundquist
Health Department’s role in schools COVID response
Comments: Joy acknowledged the weight of the responsibility of the Board that came in 2020. A
new virus came with so many unknowns. Joy stated there were many conflicting concerns of public
safety and education, and personal freedom. Joy stated, we know there are and will be mutations
of the virus; to date, no vaccine has provided total immunity. This virus took far fewer children’s
lives in the last seventeen months then the flu took in the previous flu seasons. Pueblo County to
date, we have had zero child deaths due to COVID. We know nationwide, children have less than
.03% chance of death from COVID-19. The American Academy of Pediatrics says that evidence
indicates children are far less likely to become severely ill and spread the infection to others. The
Director of Emergency Medical Medicine and Infection Disease Management of Boston Medical
Center affirmed there are real downsides to masking children for this long with no known end date
and without any clear upside. She is not aware of any studies that show conclusively that kids
wearing masks in school has any effect on their own morbidity, mortality, or on the hospitalization,
or death rate in the community around them. Layered mitigation failed our kids in 2020; children’s
education was severely hindered. What we know dictates that we learn how to live with this virus.
Our children should not be expected to protect our community from COVID-19, when they are in
fact the least likely to contract and spread it. My recommendations are to abandon quarantine kids
for potential exposure that hinders their education more than it hinders the spread of the virus.
Please don’t promise if they just do this one thing, like masking, we will soon be rid of the virus.
Empower and support teachers and administrators to educate students free of restrictions. Give as
much weight to the mental health and wellbeing of our students, as to their physical health
wellbeing. Affirm that parents have the right to choose when it comes to masks, vaccines, or
voluntary quarantine. We are not where we were March 2020, we know more, and we have figured
out how to return to normal in other facets of life. We cannot justify taking a child away from their
education while nearly every other form of public interaction is being practiced uninhibited.
Name
Topic of Discussion
Gunnison Pagnotta
Social and emotional (mental) health of Pueblo County residents
Comments: My concern is the social and emotional wellbeing of the people of Pueblo County of
every age, and especially as it relates to many of the knee-jerk reaction to COVID-19 that we have
all witnessed in our county, state, and our nation. My fear is that very soon, there will be another of
the same type of reaction, possibly even at this meeting. It’s my sincere belief that if mental health,
or social, emotional, wellbeing was put on a scale of 1-10, with 10 being perfect, that the people
with excellent mental health (8, 9, or 10) prepandemic, dropped into the 5, 6, 7 range. This drop
was attributed to many knee-jerk reactions of closing down almost literally everything. Folks with
mental health of 5, 6, 7 dropped to a 2, 3, 4 level and sunk into a deep depression, which they
undoubtedly treated with depressants including liquor and pot. The 2, 3, and 4 group dropped into
total despair, including clinical depression, homelessness, violent action, for example shooting
innocent people in King Soopers. While the county, state, and national health agencies very closely
addressed physical aspects of this virus, unnecessarily especially when it comes to our school
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population of 4 to 18 yr. olds and our staff 24 to 60 yr. olds, truly we have created a new and far
more dangerous pandemic. A pandemic of hopelessness, despair, fear, depression, suicidal
thinking, and violent outlashing. Unfortunately, the social, emotional aspects of masking,
quarantining, business closures, etc. were entirely ignored, while the physical was closely paid
attention to. Please learn from the recent past, and at least consider these following suggestions:
treat corona virus how you would treat the flu; closely consider the ramifications (ripple effects) of
your decisions long before you make them; take into account all aspects of health, not just the
physical. Do not under any circumstances and for any reason try to justify taking away god given
and constitutional right and freedoms of Americans, especially those Americans who pay your
salaries; we the taxpayers. Thank you for your time, all of your efforts, and please consider what
I’ve said and feel free to reach out. I would love to talk to any and all of you if the opportunity arises.
Have a great meeting.
D.

School Mask Requirements
Public Health Director Randy Evetts presented to the Board several email communications received
from Pueblo County residents both for and against a mask mandate and what the community is asking
and saying. Randy stated currently COVID-19 cases are increasing in the community again, largely due
to the Delta variant, which is about 99 percent of the cases currently across the state. Pueblo’s sevenday case incident is at 139.2 cases per 100,000 with a seven-day positivity rate of 4.3 percent.
• Hospitalizations have increased from 30 to 35 patients from a low in the high teens about six weeks
ago
• Six confirmed COVID related deaths in August
• 52.4% of Pueblo County residents are fully vaccinated
• Almost 60% have received at least one dose
• 27% of teens 12 to 18 yrs. old are fully vaccinated
• Vaccines have not been approved for children under age 12
Due to the concerns of the Delta variant, and what is being seen across the country, the CDC has
recommended universal indoor masking for all teachers, staff, students, and visitors to K-12 schools
regardless of their vaccination status. CDPHE advised schools to implement the CDC guidance, but has
not implemented mandates.
August PDPHE issued a letter advising schools to implement CDC guidance to protect their
students, families, and staff members
• August 17, 2021, Governor Polis also urged the school districts directly to implement mask
requirements for their schools
• Currently, no local school districts have implemented mask requirements; however, Dolores
Huerta Preparatory Academy has implemented mask requirements beginning yesterday, August
24, 2021
Randy then shared both pros and cons of a mask mandate to the Board.
Pros:
• Provides schools with evidence-based intervention to maintain in person instruction and
extracurricular activities
• Reduces the number of students who will be quarantined if there is an exposure
• Reduces the transmission of the virus and lowers the risk of hospitalizations and deaths
• Reduces the disruptions to academic environment
• Reduces social and emotional isolation created when students are forced to work at home
• Lowers the risk of further restrictions and mandates in our community
• Creates uniformity of policy across the schools in Pueblo County
•

Cons:
• Public health does not have the capacity to enforce a mandate, and must rely on school’s
voluntary compliance
• Lack of enforcement capacity may undermine the ability of public health to effectively implement
additional orders that may be needed to contain COVID challenges in the future
• This mask only strategy is a narrow strategy and does not address the rest of the community or
the layered mitigation strategy for schools that happened last year with data that did make a
difference
• Imposes a requirement on parents that believe a mask mandate is unnecessary and heightens
community division
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Randy stated there has been discussion with the school superintendents of District #60 and #70, who
are committed to enforcing a mandate if it’s put into place, but they do not believe it is the school’s
responsibility at this time to put a mandate into place. Randy also acknowledged masking in concert with
other layering mitigation strategies has shown to be effective in l reducing COVID transmission in
schools.
Randy asked for PDPHE’s Medical Officer’s recommendation. Dr. Urbina highlighted his written
recommendation for the Board of Health. He strongly recommends a requirement for universal indoor
facial coverings for all students, visitors, and staff members in early child centers and schools K-12
regardless of vaccination status. He stated the goal is to keep children healthy and in school where they
can thrive and learn. He also said it is important to not only keep kids in school, but also keep our
community open for business. The American Academy of Pediatrics called for universal masking among
all individuals within school setting, in order to prioritize in-person learning. The American Academy of
Family Practice strongly recommends following CDC guidelines for facial coverings in schools. Dr.
Urbina stated even though school has only been in session for a week, there are now over seven schools
with at least one case, and multiple children in quarantine. He stated it’s clear the voluntary
recommendation for schools to have students wear masks, didn’t work; kids aren’t wearing masks. The
nature of the new Delta variant has changed the situation, as the Delta variant is highly contagious; twice
as contagious as previous variants. This could cause more severe illness than previous strains in
unvaccinated individuals. Dr. Urbina stated masks do work, but they have to be part of the entire layered
protection implemented in the schools such as increased ventilation and keeping sick children home;
masks alone are not effective, but add an important layer.
Randy stated he is completely aligned with Dr. Urbina’s recommendations, but he is also concerned
about the practicality and effectiveness of implementing a mandate. He is also concerned about
PDPHE’s ability to enforce such a mandate. He noted enforcing this mandate will be a distraction from
the other responsibilities associated with COVID-19, and public health work in general. He would like to
find a more collaborative approach to working with the schools. Without the enforcement piece,
implementation is ineffective. Since the summer of 2021, vaccine has been available for children 12 and
older, but parents, students, and some teachers have chosen not to take advantage of the vaccine or
wear masks. Board President Donald Moore restated both recommendations agree with the science of
layered mitigation strategies but differed on implementation of a mandate. He appreciated the
collaborative effort to present a comprehensive picture to the Board. The recommendations were as
follows: :
•
•

Director Evetts recommended no mandate, but to continue to strongly advise schools to
implement CDC guidance to the best of their ability. PDPHE will continue to provide technical
support to schools as they implement the guidance.
Dr. Urbina recommended a universal indoor mask mandate for all students age 2 and older
and staff members in early childhood centers and schools.

Donald Moore invited Board members to ask informational and clarifying questions from both Randy
and Dr. Urbina to decide possible action of the Board.
•
•

•

•

Garrison Ortiz: No questions at this time; sincerely appreciates all of the information that was
thoroughly collated for the BOH.
Dr. Nerenberg: Any numbers on children under 12 with the Delta Variant and the number getting
seriously ill? Randy stated he did not have specific numbers at this time, but numbers are going
up for all age groups across the state including 6-11 yrs. old. Dr. Urbina stated cases are still
small, as far as young children in Pueblo. There are children presenting in Colorado with
Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome associated with COVID-19; currently there are no cases in
Pueblo County. Children, however, can infect adults who are unvaccinated. He believes in
prevention before things happen.
Eileen Dennis: What percentage of hospitalized patients are COVID-19 and are hospitals close
to capacity? Randy stated Parkview currently had 35 COVID patients. However, they are near
capacity because of COVID and other illnesses and trauma. Transfers are also not being
accepted at this time from the region. There has also been an increase in RSV (Respiratory
Syncytial Virus) across the state, which is taking up pediatric beds across the state. Currently,
hospitals are not cutting back on elective procedures.
Ed Brown: Appreciates Dr. Urbina’s recommendations, but he doesn’t think the general public
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•

will follow it. At this time, he recommends following Randy’s recommendation.
Donald Moore: What is the risk to the community at large if children are not masked in the
schools? Dr. Urbina stated trials are being conducted now; cases are starting to increase and
being brought into the schools where unvaccinated children can contact the transmission. He
stated the challenge is masks do work in combination with other layers of protection. Donald
also asked why Dr. Urbina recommends universal masking instead of a more targeted
population, such as the unvaccinated? Dr. Urbina stated because there are a significant number
of children who remain unvaccinated. Masking protects vaccinated and unvaccinated people
from transmission, along with other layering protection. Will masking reduce quarantining? Dr.
Urbina stated yes, masks and other layering of protection, will reduce quarantine. Donald asked
how will it be known if the mask requirement is working? Dr. Urbina recommended tracking the
seven-day average incidents of cases per 100,000 for a consecutive period of time, possibly 1014 days or longer, to see a decline and know if masking is effective. Donald stated the draft
public health order, regarding masks, is very comprehensive, He asked Randy if he had any
discussion with superintendents about the potential for a public health order and the school’s
ability and/or willingness to enforce such an order. Randy stated there has been discussion
about concerns for enforcement and the burden of enforcement for the schools. Superintendents
have indicated if a mandate is put into place, they will do their best to enforce it. Enforcement is
already in place for dress code, and other vaccine requirements, etc. Donald also asked if the
Superintendents understand the Health Department does not have a budget, or staff members,
to be part of their enforcement protocol or regime? Randy replied yes, he believes they do.
Donald also asked Dr. Urbina a common question is what good are masks in schools if students
leave school and are then exposed to large unmasked environments? Dr. Urbina stated now,
students are required (by federal law) to ride a school bus, or public transportation, with a mask
on. Currently, when they get to school, they take them off. This on and off system does not
create a culture where students wear a mask at any indoor setting. He always recommends all
people wear a mask in any indoor setting, not just at schools. He also emphasized the
importance for every eligible person to get vaccinated.

Garrison Ortiz stated he is in support of Randy’s recommendation. He also stated he believes
vaccinations and masks are two of the most highly effective tools that are available to curb the virus. He
stated the Board of Health, when it exercises hard mandates, needs to ensure there is a good return on
investment for public health. The more authority that is exercised now; the less there will be in the future;
the Board’s authority is not infinite. He stated partnerships and cooperation will be needed in the future.
He noted many public and private entities are stepping up and to make their own decisions regarding
vaccinations and masks, as appropriate for them. Garrison believes mandates should only be made as
a last resort and when it is congruent across the community, in addition to providing the Health
Department with necessary resources to enforce such a mandate; which isn’t on the table today. He
stated the Board needs to be wise and strategic about the authority it possesses; for this reason, he
supports Randy’s recommendation and not the mandate at this time.
Eileen Dennis said she also leans towards Randy’s recommendation for some of the reason’s stated by
Garrison above. She also said the Board needs to help people understand prevention is going to get the
community so much further instead of waiting until the hospitals are overwhelmed and people start dying.
She doesn’t want children and people to die. Public health is all about prevention. It is important for the
whole community to understand and not put the burden just on the children; the whole community needs
to understand the need for prevention and the importance of vaccinations.
Michael Nerenberg agrees with Dr. Urbina’s recommendation. He stated a lot has been said about
parents wanting to make the decision for their own children; he finds it disingenuous as they are making
the decision for all of the kids in the school, not just their own. This includes the children with diabetes,
obesity, and compromised health. Kids can be masked and go to school or not wear a mask and stay
home. It is expected the masked kids should stay home, since they are the ones in fear (of contracting
the virus); he disagrees with this sentiment. As far as enforcement, schools now enforce dress codes,
what is the difference? Masks can be part of the dress code; it is enforced, so schools can enforce this.
Lastly, prevention is easier than treatment; there are already places where it is out of control; he would
rather not wait until it is out of control before we (the Board) starts acting. The difference between schools
and businesses is kids are required to go to school; no one is required to go into a business.
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Dr. Urbina stated people ask for advice and what they need to do; if the mandate is ‘voluntary,’ essentially
the schools will continue to be overwhelmed. CDC recommends isolation and quarantine for positive
contacts, so hundreds of students will fall into that category and schools and classrooms will be closed
in the near future because of the lack of mitigation, as protocols were ‘voluntarily’ instituted now. He is
also worried about the schools facing significant potential infections because of the lack of help from the
Board of Health to mandate masks universally. Flu and RSV season will also challenge children’s
attendance in school in the near future.
Donald Moore said it is important to keep the community and schools open, and to keep kids in
attendance. Masks have been shown to reduce the risk of transmission. He is also sympathetic to children
who have severe health conditions, but are required to go to school. Public health has a role to protect
the most vulnerable in our community, even at the expense of the inconvenience of the majority. He is
not in favor of the Director Evetts’ recommendation; he will take the schools at their word to do their best
to enforce a mask requirement in the schools.
Donald asked if there is a motion to accept the Public Health Director’s recommendation to strongly
advise schools to implement CDC guidance to the best of their ability, and PDPHE provide on-going
technical support to implement the guidance.
MOVED by Garrison Ortiz, seconded by Ed Brown, to accept the Public Health
Director’s recommendation as stated above and forego a mask mandate.
Donald Moore – No
Ed Brown – Yes
Eileen Dennis – No
Garrison Ortiz – Yes
Michael Nerenberg – No
MOTION FAILED
Michael Nerenberg made a motion to accept Dr. Urbina recommendation of a public health mask
mandate to require universal masking indoors for all schools to include all students age 2 and older and
all school staff members.
A draft public health order pertaining to a mask mandate was also given to the Board. Board attorney
Marci Day suggests not adopting the draft public health order today, in case there any changes to the
document the Board would like to have made. Donald Moore also commented it would be beneficial for
Randy Evetts, Dr. Urbina, and any necessary staff members, to have a consultation with school
superintendents to develop a public health mask order and execute it in good faith on behalf of the
majority of the Board’s desire. To clarify Michael Nerenberg’s motion above, Marci Day asked that he
withdraw his original motion and restate it. Dr. Nerenberg withdrew his initial motion and restated a new
motion.
MOVED by Michael Nerenberg, seconded by Ed Brown, to authorize Public Health
Director Randy Evetts, within the guidelines of the draft public health order, to require
facial coverings indoors for all individuals aged 2 and older in childcare facilities, youth
camps, and PK-12 school settings.
Donald Moore – Yes
Ed Brown – Yes
Eileen Dennis – Yes
Garrison Ortiz – No
Michael Nerenberg – Yes

MOTION CARRIED
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E.

F.

Special Presentation
Community Health Assessment (CHA) Update – due to time constraints, this presentation will be emailed
to the Board for review.
Financial and Contract Cost Reports
CONTRACTS:
Congenital Syphilis Elimination Grant
8/15/2021 – 7/31/2022
$120,716
This is a program between CDPHE and PDPHE. This project serves to prevent new cases of congenital
syphilis by screening, identifying, and treating syphilis in persons of reproductive age. In partnership
with the Pueblo Detention Center, PDPHE will implement a program to automate syphilis screenings
when a person of reproductive age presents to the facility for intake. In addition to automated screening,
PDPHE will also provide field-delivered therapy to persons of reproductive age residing in Pueblo
County who are unable to access treatment in a clinical setting. The project seeks to increase early
identification of syphilis, access to treatment and referrals, linkage to prenatal care services, which will
reduce the risk and burden of syphilis transmission between mother and child. This project is being
funded to address the increasing rates of congenital syphilis in Colorado.
PDPHE is asking the Board of Health to approve this program prior to receiving the final contract from
CDPHE; the Scope of Work and budget have been finalized. PDPHE is waiting on the contract from
CDPHE. Once the contract is received, it will be sent to legal for review. PDPHE would request the
Board to authorized Public Health Director Randy Evetts to electronically sign the contract once it has
been reviewed and agreed upon. PDPHE would like to begin work on this project as soon as possible.
The program requires 1 EFT and an individual has been identified to perform the Scope of Work.
MOVED by Michael Nerenberg, seconded by Eileen Dennis, to accept the above
contract as presented pending legal review.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Information only; no BOH action required:
CARES Pueblo County
7/1/2021 – 12/30/2021
$2,000,000
This is a contract between the County of Pueblo and PDPHE. This funding is to provide resources to
support efforts in responding to the Pandemic. It was identified in 2021 that a contract had not been
entered into by Pueblo County and PDPHE. PDPHE’s auditors requested a contract to identify the terms
of the distribution of funds and the contractual relationship of the parties. Since approximately
$1,500,000 of the funds had been expensed in 2020 and the agreement needed to be executed for the
audit. Public Health Director Randy Evetts and Board of Health President, Donald Moore discussed the
contract. Board President Donald Moore determined since the Board adopted a budget revision in 2020
for $1,500,000 of the funds, Public Health Director Randy Evetts could sign the contract to meet the
needs of the audit.
The next regular BOH meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, September 22, 2021, at 12:00 noon by
Zoom.
MOVED by Garrison Ortiz, seconded by Ed Brown, to adjourn the Board of Health
meeting.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Donald Moore, Board of Health President

BOH/MINUTES/August 2021
Submitted by R. Chisman-Ewing
Executive Assistant

Randy Evetts, MPA, Public Health Director

